Renovate with ease. An under cabinet lighting story.
My children find our new luminaires very nice. They certainly do not suspect that I installed
them myself! – Ms. Doucet”
Ms. Doucet, a single mother, recently renovated her kitchen. As this room has no window, therefore no
natural light source, the choice of the under cabinet luminaires was very important both in an aesthetic and
practical way.
A disappointing experience in the past
In the past, Ms. Doucet had already bought an under cabinet lighting
system in a hardware superstore. She had it installed by an electrician. "It
lasted six months, I paid the system $75. I did not want another one." Ms.
Doucet was determined to find a sustainable system that would give a
pleasant white light that would enhance her new kitchen while giving
adequate lighting to illuminate the work surface and allow her to perform
detailed tasks without problems.
A safe choice & a quick and easy installation
She opted for the Contactless LED lighting system of HEICO lighting™: 20
Equi-Brite™ white modules of 6 inches (15.24cm) and one power supply
LMPS-350. "I have installed the modules. It is very easy. You simply thread
the modules and fix them. It is important to have enough wire since you
have to loop back to your power supply. "
To illuminate the top of her counter, Ms. Doucet has chosen to install the
power supply under the counter behind the sink and hide the wire in the
wall between the cabinets and countertop. The LED modules are simply
fixed under the cabinets beside the light valance.
"It was super-easy to install and the result is impressive. It took me a
maximum of 10-15 minutes to install HEICO lighting™ LED modules. "
This is a first for Ms. Doucet who normally does not do any electrical work.
"I do not have any electrical knowledge and I'm afraid to do electrical
work". This time, after the power supply was installed, she was not afraid
to install the lights and is proud of the result. "I could play with the
spacing between each module and get a perfect illumination."
Fully satisfied
Ms. Doucet is pleased with her purchase. She even lights up her new LED
system during the day and thwarts the low light of winter. The family now
benefits at all time of a beautiful light in the kitchen.

About HEICO lighting™ VirgoliteTM LED System
Since its inception in 1985, HEICO Lighting™ is at the forefront of technological innovation. Determined to create safe,
efficient, user-friendly products and to lead the LED revolution. The Virgolite™ LED System for sign is competitive,
bright, easy-to-install, reliable and cost efficient. Designed and manufactured in Canada, every module is potted to
meet IP67 and fully tested prior to shipment. The Virgolite™ System is based on the patented Contactless LED
technology giving it several unique advantages.
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